Self-organizing approach for meta-genomes.
We extend the self-organizing approach for annotation of a bacterial genome to analyze the raw sequencing data of the human gut metagenome without sequence assembling. The original approach divides the genomic sequence of a bacterium into non-overlapping segments of equal length and assigns to each segment one of seven 'phases', among which one is for the noncoding regions, three for the direct coding regions to indicate the three possible codon positions of the segment starting site, and three for the reverse coding regions. The noncoding phase and the six coding phases are described by two frequency tables of the 64 triplet types or 'codon usages'. A set of codon usages can be used to update the phase assignment and vice versa. An iteration after an initialization leads to a convergent phase assignment to give an annotation of the genome. In the extension of the approach to a metagenome, we consider a mixture model of a number of categories described by different codon usages. The Illumina Genome Analyzer sequencing data of the total DNA from faecal samples are then examined to understand the diversity of the human gut microbiome.